Preface
All cells carry out a programme of renewal, continually degrading and synthesizing their components. As each new molecule is synthesized it must ﬁnd its
way to a specific location within the cell. Often the targets are membranebound compartments called organelles. The lipid membrane surrounding each
organelle serves to keep some macromolecules in — for example, proteins and
nucleic acids — while excluding others. This level of cellular organization
allows a deﬁned set of biochemical reactions to be carried out within each speciﬁc compartment. The synthesis of RNA from its DNA template, for example, takes place within the nucleus of eukaryotic cells, whereas, in plant cells,
the biochemical reactions of photosynthesis are carried out within chloroplasts. Protein synthesis takes place within the cytoplasm, whereas RNA is
synthesized, for the most part, within the nucleus. Proteins and RNA often
carry out their functions within cellular compartments different from those in
which they were synthesized and must, therefore, traverse lipid membranes
that are normally impermeable. As a result, the cell must be able to transport
these macromolecules across lipid membranes to the site where they ultimately
function.
The topic of this volume of Essays in Biochemistry is molecular trafﬁcking.
The 10 review articles that follow discuss the mechanisms and machinery that
facilitate the trafﬁcking of proteins and nucleic acids across different organelles
within a variety of cell types. The timeliness of this volume is exempliﬁed by
the fact that the 1999 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded to
Dr Günter Blobel for the discovery that “proteins have intrinsic signals that
govern their transport and localization in the cell”. Dr Blobel’s Nobel Prizewinning research demonstrated that proteins contain speciﬁc intrinsic signals
— address tags — which govern their transport to specific intracellular
organelles. As illustrated in the following essays, this simple signal hypothesis
has been used by cells to solve a diverse set of problems from transport of proteins into the endoplasmic reticulum, chloroplasts or mitochondria, to shuttling of proteins and nucleic acids in and out of the nucleus.
The basic theme — that a specific signal contained within each macromolecule is recognized by a cellular machine to transport that molecule across
a pore within the lipid membrane — is ﬁrst described in Chapter 1 and reiterated in subsequent chapters. There is substantial diversity to this molecular
theme. Not only do the signals differ, as would be expected for address tags,
but, in addition, the transporters themselves share only a superﬁcial similarity.
Membrane pores seem to be a ubiquitous feature, but their characteristics dif-
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fer depending on the organelle in which they are present. This is due, in part,
to the structural differences between each of the organelles, i.e. the complex
lipid bilayer of the nucleus versus the cisternal organization of the mitochondrion. The differences in pore structures may also further regulate the types of
molecule that traverse the different membranes and the directionality of the
transport. As will be seen in Chapters 7, 8 and 10, the complexity of the
nuclear pore and its associated transport machinery may be due to the necessity to transport chemically diverse molecules — proteins and nucleic acids — in
a bi-directional manner (in and out of the nucleus). Chloroplasts and mitochondria (Chapters 5 and 6) generally only transport proteins in a single direction; however, these structurally complex organelles have had to solve the
problem of targeting proteins across one or several membranes of the cisternae. Although their pore structure appears less complex than the nuclear pore,
a unique set of mechanisms and machinery allows for the regulated targeting
required by these organelles. The address tags themselves can be modiﬁed. In
Chapter 3, glycosylation, a post-translational event that speciﬁcally allows a
subset of proteins to be targeted to different intracellular or extracellular locations, is described. Similarities between molecular targeting and secretion are
examined in Chapter 4 in the context of bulk ﬂow. Although pore structures
are not involved in secretory vesicle trafﬁcking, some of the principles used to
target proteins to specific organelles also apply to the transport of vesicles.
Chapters 2 and 9 discuss how molecular trafﬁcking shapes speciﬁc biological
events, immunological surveillance and gene regulation, respectively.
As each cell and organelle issues its own diverse set of problems in targeting newly synthesized macromolecules, it will be fascinating to learn how the
common themes discussed in this volume continue to develop and diverge.
Philip Bernstein (New York)
August 2000
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